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1 F2M Adapter-System Motion Platform Plus 
1.1 The product and it’s story 
 
With the F2M Motion Platform Plus adapter system, it is possible to mount one or two 
Next Level Racing Motion Platform Plus on the Traction Plus system. Depending on 
the rider's weight and the mounted cockpit, an additional V3 can then be inserted into 
the cockpit. But even without Traction Plus, the F2M adapter system helps to combine 
NLR Wheelstand DD or 2.0 and even the FGT cockpit. It's all a question of weight... 
 
Weight is the (!) issue. Because just like in "real" racing, every kilogram counts and 
lightweight construction is the order of the day. Every unnecessary kilogram puts a 
strain on the hardware and reduces the dynamics. In particular, the weight limit for the 
Traction Plus of max. 235 kg must be observed. That sounds like a lot at first, but the 
remaining payload for the rider quickly shrinks to a level that usually only young people 
or very sporty/slim people can reach. Because with the cockpit, gearstick, pedals, 
steering wheel and the one or other add-on that is installed on the cockpit and is to be 
moved along, the weight, together with Motion Plus and V3, adds up to a not inconsid-
erable amount. This is the reason why NLR formally specifies only one motion unit 
(Motion Plus or V3) on a Traction Plus as a possible combination. And the carrier for 
the Traction Plus system announced by NLR is not yet available for purchase. 
 

 
 
  

 
Figure 1: F2M Adapter-System Motion Platform Plus with FGT Elite and 2 Motion Platform Plus 
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We wanted to change that and have been working on a solution for weeks. Now, with 
the adapter system presented here, we have a modular solution that not only directly 
supports more cockpits and wheel stands than NLR itself, but also allows the combi-
nation of V3 and Traction Plus with one or even two Motion Plus platforms under cer-
tain conditions. But: Weight is an issue, as already mentioned. So, if you don't already 
have a "jockey figure" and weigh max. 75 kg, then it's time to "slim down". Either with 
your own weight (always good) or with the accessories and the choice of cockpit. In 
principle, the GT Elite cockpit (with NLR Motion Upgrade KIT) is preferable to the FGT 
Elite, as this already brings a few kilos less. 
 

 
If you have an NLR GTTrack, then we can use the Wheel Stand and the seat with the 
seat adjustment rail but leave out the rear part of the GTTrack cockpit and build the 
whole thing together with a V3 directly onto the extension kit of the upper support sys-
tem. This way you can also convert the Wheelstand DD or the Wheelstand 2.0 into a 
motion system. And that then brings a small weight advantage. 
 
And there is even the crazy option of upgrading an FGT cockpit (not to be confused 
with the FGT Elite) to a motion cockpit. With the upper support set you can mount one 
or two Motion Plus platforms and with the complete adapter set you can even put the 
whole thing on a Traction Plus. Then you just have to find a way to strap yourself in. 
However, you cannot install a V3 in this setup. 

 
Figure 2: F2M Adapter-System Motion Platform Plus mit NLR Wheel Stand (DD, 2.0, GTTrack) 
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Self-build cockpits can also be combined with the Force2Motion adapter system. In 
this case, individual consultation is certainly advisable. 
 
Back to the weight. Yes, this is a stupid topic. You can also save weight by screwing 
as few add-ons as possible onto the cockpit. Needless to say, the monitor(s) should 
be hung on a separate monitor stand, independent of the moving cockpit (if only for 
the effects). But does it also have to be a separate shifter and handbrake? Can the 
button box be mounted on a separate stand or bracket, independent of the cockpit? 
Please place the mouse and keyboard on a free-standing mouse stand. And even such 
a nice gimmick as a butt kicker costs weight again. So, does it absolutely have to be 
mounted on the cockpit - as great as this feature is? There is also potential for savings 
in the seat. If weight is a problem, you should change to a "real" racing seat, e.g., from 
Sparco, because these are usually a few kilograms lighter than the usual sim racing 
seats.  
 

 
Figure 3: F2M Adapter-System Motion Platform Plus with FGT, 2x Motion Plus on Traction Plus 

 
Figure 4: Racing seats as an option 
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And of course, it makes a difference whether you install one or two Motion Plus Sys-
tems. Especially in combination with a V3, the effect with only one Motion Plus unit is 
pretty cool and, apart from the price, saves about 15 kg net compared to the dual 
solution. With a Motion Platform Plus, we would advise mounting the Motion Platform 
Plus towards the front for optimal weight distribution on the Traction Plus, as the V3 
always sits at the back. The second Motion Plus can perhaps be seen as a later ex-
pansion stage when the driver's diet has had lasting success. ����. 
 

 
The weight issue is therefore in your hands. So please calculate exactly what you want 
to pack on the cockpit and add this to the values we give for the different cockpits, seat, 
motion systems and adapters. The difference between this sum and the max. workload 
of 235 kg is the permissible rider weight. Even if the Traction Plus System can certainly 
take one or two kilograms more in practice: This is at your own risk and in the event of 
a warranty claim, damage caused by overloading will result in the loss of warranty 
claims. So please be careful.  
 
What can we do to reduce weight? As already mentioned at the beginning, we have 
spent weeks developing, considering, visualising (in 3D) and calculating. In the search 
for a solution, we inevitably find ourselves in a triangle of conflict between weight, sta-
bility and price. Light is not cheap and not as stable. Stable is heavy and may also cost 
money. Well, and the price is a problem anyway. Since we are dealing with small se-
ries, which we produce and refine in Germany or even regionally if possible, and a lot 
of development time goes into it, "cheap" is not an issue. 
 

 
Figure 5: F2M Adapter-System Motion Platform Plus with 1x Motion Platform Plus & V3 in FGT Elite 
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Therefore, we discarded our first idea with a profile milled from aluminium. It was simply 
too complex, too expensive, only brought a 2–3-kilogram advantage over the current 
solution and didn't even look good. With the new adapter system made of aluminium 
profiles and specially developed sheet metal, we can now serve a multitude of modular 
cockpits. And when building the cockpits, we leave out everything that is too heavy and 
replace it with our own solutions. For the profile, we used an ultra-light profile for our 
prototype. In the end, however, that was a little too unstable for us, so we are using 
the more stable lightweight profile in series production. In the end, the difference in 
weight between the profiles is 5 kg, which is bearable. Especially when the rider's 
weight is tight, we don't want to use the ultra-light profile, but need more stability. You 
see: These are our problems! 

1.2 Surfaces and colours 
 
A word about the surface and the possible colours. We made our second prototype in 
a bright orange. That looks cool, but it may not be everyone's cup of tea. 
 

 
  

 
Figure 6: Discarded idea of the F2M adapter system Motion Platform Plus  
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Therefore, the following options are available until further notice (we will see which 
options are suitable for stock): 
• Aluminium silver anodised (natural): relatively sensitive to scratches - without sur-

charge - the standard!  

 
• Black/anthracite anodised aluminium: sensitive to scratches - at an extra charge 

(possibly increased delivery time). 

•  
• Aluminium matt black fine structure powder-coated - similar look to cock-pits and 

motion platforms - relatively insensitive to scratches - against surcharge

 
 

• Aluminium matt black fine structure powder-coated - similar look to cock-pits and 
motion platforms - relatively insensitive to scratches - against surcharge
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1.3 Combinations and compatibility 
The system consists of a lower (mandatory) and upper (optional) carrier system. De-
pending on the cockpit used, the upper carrier may or may not be required. Details can 
be found in the compatibility matrix below. 

1.3.1 Lower frame 

 
The lower support is referred to as the basic set and contains the required longitudinal 
and cross supports for mounting on the Traction Plus system incl. a base plate 150mm 
long as a kick plate (to protect the Traction Plus system) as well as a Motion Plus cross 
support with bracing plates, holders and height compensation for mounting a Motion 
Plus unit with the rocker included with the Motion Plus. If two Motion Plus platforms 
are to be operated on the Traction Plus system, an additional Motion Plus base support 
extension is required. The base support (below) can be used to directly mount a Next 
Level Cockpit of the type of GT Elite (with NLR Motion extension kit), the FGT Elite as 
well as the GTTrack.   

1.3.2 Upper frame 

 
The upper frame (F2M adapter system Motion Platform Plus extension carrier) is used 
to accommodate the Wheel Stand of the NLR GTTrack or the NLR Wheel Stand DD 
or the NLR Wheel Stand 2.0 and, together with a V3, forms the cockpit, which can then 
be equipped with one or two Motion Plus platforms.  
  

 
Figure 7: F2M adapter system Motion Platform Plus base support (bottom)) 

 
Figure 8: F2M Adapter System Motion Platform Plus Extension Carrier (Top) 
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The upper frame (F2M adapter system Motion Platform Plus extension carrier) is used 
to accommodate the Wheel Stand of the NLR GTTrack or the NLR Wheel Stand DD 
or the NLR Wheel Stand 2.0 and, together with a V3, forms the cockpit, which can then 
be equipped with one or two Motion Plus platforms. 
 

 
And you can even strap it onto a Traction Plus system. Pretty crazy, but it works. 
 

 

1.3.3 Possible combinations 
 

 
Figure 9: F2M adapter system Motion Platform Plus extension carrier with 2x Motion Plus 

 
Figure 10: F2M-Adapter-System Motion Platform Plus with 1 or 2 Motion Plus on Traction Plus 
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1. 1. NLR GTTrack complete: only one (lower) frame needed. 
 

 
 

2. NLR Wheelstand DD or 2.0: upper and lower frame required. Mount the V3 di-
rectly on the upper frame with the GTUltimate mounting plates supplied with 
the V3! 
 

 
 
When using the Wheel Stand from the GTTrack cockpit, the F2M cover plug is 
additionally required to close the openings of the rear part of the GTTrack 
cockpit. 

 

 
 

3. NLR GT Elite Cockpit: only one (lower) frame required; if a V3 is fitted, a V3 
bracket is required. This is included in the NLR Motion Upgrade Kit. For GT 
Elite, the Motion Upgrade Kit is required if a V3 is to be installed or only a Mo-
tion Plus unit is used (due to rocker on holes cross member). 
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4. NLR FGT Elite: only (lower) frame required; restrictions regarding possible 
rider weight. 
 

 
 

5. NLR FGT: upper and lower frame required; FGT Cock-pit is mounted via addi-
tional cross braces.  
 

 
 

6. Self-build and other cockpits: like NLR FGT - self-build cockpits or cockpits of 
other manufacturers can also be mounted via the additional cross struts. 
These cockpits must have corresponding threaded holes on the underside or 
be mounted using angle pieces. 
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1.3.4 Weights 
To calculate the maximum possible rider weight to comply with the 235 kg limit for the 
payload of the Traction Plus system, one has to add all the weights of the cockpit, 
controls and motion platforms and subtract them from the 235 kg payload of the Trac-
tion Plus. 
 
Net weights of typical components: 
 
Essentials (Exemplary): 
 
F2M-Adapter-System Motion Platform Plus Base (lower Frame): 11,3 kg 
 
Wheelbase (i.e., Fanatec DD1/DD2): 13,0 kg 
Wheel with paddles (i.e., Fanatec): 1,7 kg 
Pedals (I.E. Fanatec ClubSport inverted): 11,5 kg 
 
Motion Platform V3 (Device only) 22,0 kg 
Motion Platform Plus (Device only) 15,6 kg 
Motion Platform Plus Pivot bar 3,1 kg 
Motion Platform Plus mounts 1,1 kg 
 
Screws, cables and small parts 1,0 kg 
 
Seat (i.e., NLR ES1): 10,1 kg 
Seatbrackets: 5,5 kg 
Safety Belt:  1,2 kg 
Seat adjustment rail: 2,5 kg 
 
Subtotal: 99,6 kg 
 

 
Figure 11: F2M-Adapter-System Motion Platform Plus Base frame (lower) 
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Optional Add-Ons: 
 
H-Shifter (i.e., Fanatec): 3,3 kg 
Handbrake (i.e., Fanatec): 1,5 kg 
Mount for Shifter/Handbrake: 2,7 kg 
Buttkicker Gamer 2 with F2M-Mount 2,5 kg 
 
Subtotal: 10,0 kg 
 
When installing two Motion Platforms Plus: 
 
F2M adapter system Motion Platform Plus base support extension 2nd unit: 1,4 kg 
2. Motion-Platform Plus: 15,6 kg 
Removal of pivot bar:  - 3,1 kg 
Motion Platform Plus mounts 1,1 kg 
 
Subtotal: 15,0 kg 
 

 
 
Cockpits (each without seat): 
 
Next Level Racing GT Elite Cockpit with NLR Motion Upgradekit: 36,0 kg 
Next Level Racing FGT Elite Cockpit (without Shifter-Extension): 53,0 kg 
Next Level Racing GTTrack Cockpit: 33,6 kg 
Next Level Wheelstand of GTTrack, WS 2.0 or WS DD: 20,0 kg 
Next Level Racing FGT1 (not FGT Elite!): 33,0 kg 
  
F2M-Adapter-System Expansions: 
 
F2M adapter system Motion Platform Plus extension carrier (top): 11,1 kg 
Additional bottom plate set Top: 3,3 kg 
Additional bracing rocker Top FGT: 3,5 kg 
  

 
1 Attention: FGT and FGT Elite are two different cockpits! 

 
Figure 12: F2M adapter system Motion Platform Plus base support extension 2nd unit 
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Figure 13: Additional floor panel set (top) 

 
Figure 14: Additional bracing rocker top for FGT 

 
Figure 15: FGT Cockpit with 2x Motion Platform Plus (without Traction Plus) 
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Permissible rider weights for combinations with a Traction Plus system (payload 
incl. rider 235 kg): 
 

1. NLR GTTrack complete with V3 und 1x Motion Plus front: 101,8 kg 
2. NLR GTTrack complete with 2x Motion Plus 108,8 kg 
3. NLR GTTrack complete with V3 and 2x Motion Plus: 86,8 kg 
4. NLR GTTrack WS, WS DD or WS 2.0 with V3 and 2x Motion Plus: 89,3 kg 
5. NLR GT Elite with V3 and 1x Motion Plus front: 99,4 kg 
6. NLR GT Elite with V3 and 2x Motion Plus: 84,4 kg 
7. NLR GT Elite with 2x Motion Plus: 106,4 kg 
8. NLR FGT Elite with V3 and 1x Motion Plus front: 82,4 kg 
9. NLR FGT Elite with V3 and 2x Motion Plus (not recommended): 67,4 kg 
10. NLR FGT Elite with 2x Motion Plus: 89,4 kg 
11. NLR FGT2 with upper and lower support and 2x Motion Plus : 110,6 kg 

 
12. self-build and other cockpits: according to own calculation  

 
When using the optional add-ons such as H-shifter, handbrake incl. holding device and 
a butt-kicker, the permissible rider weight is reduced by 10.0 kg! 
 
The weight specifications are non-binding and serve as orientation. No liability 
for errors or misprints. You are responsible for keeping to the weights incl. 
driver. So, it's best to use scales and a calculator! 

1.4 Prices 
 
We primarily offer the Force2Motion adapter system to our customers who purchase 
or have already purchased one or more Motion Plus Platforms from us. Therefore, 
there are different prices in connection with the purchase of a Motion Plus Platform as 
a package. Customers who have already purchased a Motion Plus Platform from us, 
please quote the order number or serial number when purchasing and will receive a 
corresponding discount. 

1.5 Delivery times 
 

The delivery time for stock items is usually 2-5 days from receipt of order and pay-
ment. Combinations that are not in stock or are explicitly made due to a special col-
our request usually require 4-6 weeks delivery time. 
  

 
2 Attention: FGT and FGT Elite are two different cockpits! 
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2 Guarantee and warranty information 
Our systems are sold with a 2-year warranty from the date of purchase for private 
use.  

For commercial customers, a warranty and guarantee of 1 year from the date of pur-
chase applies. 

Within the warranty period, the product will be repaired or replaced free of charge 
(without on-site service). The warranty period does not start anew if the product is re-
paired or replaced. The legal rights against the seller are not affected or limited by 
this guarantee.  

This warranty does not cover misuse or operator error. 

Pagnian Imported Pty Ltd, Pagnian UK Limited, Pagnian Americas, Next Level Ra-
cing, Force2Motion (Käfer IT-Systeme e.K.) or Motion Systems shall not be liable for 
any indirect, incidental or punitive damages arising out of the use of this product. 

This limited warranty does not cover improper use, unauthorised modifications and 
external causes such as natural disasters.  

This warranty does not cover normal wear and tear of the Platform or products oper-
ated in conjunction with the Platform. 

2.1 Note when using the Traction Plus System 
Attention: Once again, because it is so important: The maximum payload of the Trac-
tion Plus System is 235 kg incl. all components mounted on it such as Motion Platform 
V3, Motion Platform Plus, cockpits and controls and of course the driver himself. This 
weight must not be exceeded, otherwise the warranty for the Traction Plus system will 
be voided! 
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4 Customer-Feedback 

 
We look forward to your feedback: 

Feedback Contact:   service@Force2Motion.de 

Download Software :  https://www.nextlevelracing.com/support-downloads 

More information:  https://www.force2Motion.de 

 

Contact: 

Force2Motion 

Käfer IT-Systeme e.K. 

Elchenrather Weide 20 

D-52146 Würselen 

Deutschland 

 

Tel. 02405/47949-0 

E-Mail: service@Force2Motion.de 

mailto:service@Force2Motion.de
https://www.nextlevelracing.com/support-downloads
https://www.force2motion.de/
mailto:service@Force2Motion.de
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